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 “T
he first new 2100 Supercab plucked from 

Stabicraft’s production line for this write-

up is destined for Brisbane, Australia 

where it will be a dealer stock boat. 

As such it is heavily optioned, but base 

boats are offered at under $80,000, which is 

good value for a bluewater sport-fisher carrying 

250 litres of fuel under the floor. 

The introduction of the 1850 Supercab at 

the 2012 Hutchwilco New Zealand Boat Show 

extended the Supercab line-up further down the 

Stabicraft range. The new 2100 falls between 

the 2050 Supercab and the 2150 Supercab, but 

owes its styling and interior layout more to the 

1850. It’s a completely new model with a new 

pontoon design – “positive buoyancy tubes” in 

Stabi-speak – a wider cabin and a ‘full monty’ 

fishing transom, including a maxi livebait tank. A 

similar 2100 SC just has been confirmed as the 

major gate prize at the Hutchwilco New Zealand 

Boat Show in 2013.

The new 2100 looked stunning in black, 

complementing the magnificent scenery 

surrounding Lake Wanaka. It’s a handsome boat 

– and I’m tempted to write “for a Stabicraft” – 

but it really is! Unlike many trailer boats, this one 

isn’t overwhelmed by the hardtop, which seems 

better integrated than was the case with some 

earlier Supercabs. 

Stabi’s slimmer Arrow Pontoons and a wider 

cabin help with the 2100’s sweet proportions. 

There’s still a useful lip to sidle around the 

hardtop (with handrails on the hardtop roof for 

security, including across the front) so accessing 

the bows is no problem, but the narrower side 

decks translate into considerably more shoulder 

room in the cabin. 

The open-backed hardtop is also relatively 

short but it offers plenty of shelter. The forward 

cabin is a generous size – spacious enough 

to sleep in if desired – and the rear overhang 

doesn’t impact too much on cockpit space.

That’s a good thing because the Game 

Chaser Transom, a familiar option from larger 

boats in Stabicraft’s Supercab range, does use 

up a bit of cockpit real estate. The tall central 

pod incorporates the livebait tank and a large, 

well-protected battery locker extending well into 

the cockpit. It’s topped with a large bait table 

equipped with a heavy-duty PVC cutting board, 

rodholders and knife slots. The rocket launcher 

angle is more vertical than is sometimes the case 

with Stabicraft boats – which is good – and there 

are two through-gunwale rodholders per side. 

Stabicraft is not content to rest on its laurels. 
The latest offering from the Invercargill company 
is a 2100 Supercab featuring Stabicraft’s Game 
Chaser Transom and new Arrow Pontoons.
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port side, and plenty of transom grab-rails to aid 

anyone getting into or out of the water.

The 2100 Supercab’s engine is mounted in 

an integrated well rather than on a pod. The 

hull and transom angle upward and inward 

to meet the outboard well, forming a wedge. 

This configuration creates considerably more 

buoyancy aft, a slightly longer waterline, and has 

real advantages when backing up. The transom 

lifts up and rides over the waves, making the 

boat amazingly safe and manoeuvrable in 

reverse. We motored astern at five or six knots 

and shipped no water into the boat.

The Game Chaser Transom configuration is well 

able to support large outboards. The review boat 

was fitted with a Yamaha F150hp four-stroke, but 

the transom will easily accommodate a V6 200hp 

four-stroke.

High gunwales keep the boat’s occupants 

safely inside and hint at the 2100’s bluewater 

credentials. The cockpit’s chequerplate deck is 

self-draining via optional duckbills in the corners, 

complemented by an electric bilge pump in the 

transom sump. Stabicraft’s pontoon design 

doesn’t provide toe-room but this isn’t a big issue 

with this model as the coamings are wide enough 

that you can comfortably brace your thighs against 

the gunwales without crunching your toes.

Side pockets are usefully long and deep, while 

the hardtop and especially the cabin are well-

endowed with cubby, shelf and locker storage.

CAPABLE HULL
Our black Stabicraft 2100 arrived at Lake Wanaka 

on a borrowed trailer with less than an hour’s 

sea-time under its keel. According to Stabicraft’s 

marketing man Tim van Duyl, the factory was still 

conducting final sea trials in Invercargill the night 

before our review.

The Game Chaser Transom and Arrow Pontoons 

combination is a first for Stabicraft on a boat of 

this size. As already noted, the boat backs down 

A saltwater washdown on the starboard side helps 

keep things clean.

The plumbed livebait tank is large enough for 

numerous small baits or even a couple of large 

ones like kahawai. Monitoring their health is 

easy too thanks to a viewing window in the front. 

Fold-up corner seats either side of the 

transom pod provide additional seating and 

double as steps when boarding the boat over 

the transom. In the ‘up’ position they allow 

good access to the stern, but padding on the 

undersides of the seats would make them more 

comfortable to brace against.

To comply with international safety standards 

there are no doors/cut-outs across the stern, 

and the extra buoyancy provided by the Game 

Chaser Transom should make shipping a wave 

over the back an unlikely event. Swim steps 

either side of the outboard well are covered 

in high-density neoprene non-slip, there’s a 

fold-down aluminium boarding ladder on the 



turns and nor are the 2100’s hole-shots. It gets 

up onto the plane in seconds and rides relatively 

level as it transitions onto the plane and, like 

other Stabicrafts I’ve experienced, also rides 

reasonably flat. 

As the boat was set up for this review, it felt 

a little sticky in such glassy water. We needed 

to trim the motor a long way out to break the 

hull free and get it humming. Once it was up on 

top and running freely we saw better than 35 

knots on the Lowrance HDS10 GPS, but a bit of 

tinkering with the outboard height might result 

in a few more revs, a slightly higher top speed 

and a more useful motor trim range.

EXCELLENT VISION
The standard 2100 is supplied with a pair of 

Stabicraft’s cantilevered Ocean bolster seats. 

However, this boat was fitted with fixed-height 

seats, also with bolsters, on alloy bases, the port 

side with an aft-facing seat in a king and queen 

configuration.

The twin-pane 6mm windscreen comes from 

the much bigger 2570 and affords excellent 

vision. A single windscreen wiper was fitted to 

the driver’s side. 

The hardtop and cabin interior are lined, 

including the extensive dashboard under the 

windscreen where dark Frontrunner keeps 

reflected glare to a minimum. A wide angled lip 

stops objects sliding off the dash onto the floor, 

and its face mounts a row of Yamaha electronic 

gauges, the Fusion stereo and Lowrance VHF radio.

The boxy helm console is powder-coated 

brilliantly but we weren’t disappointed with its 

bow-first performance either.

The new pontoons are said to improve the 

boat’s ride without sacrificing stability or overall 

safety. With six sealed, tested buoyancy chambers, 

the 2100 hull provides masses of reserve buoyancy 

and exhibits the sort of stability at rest you’d expect 

from a Stabicraft boat. Stability underway is also 

exemplary and trim tabs are probably not required 

except in specific applications.

Given the flat conditions on Lake Wanaka 

during our test, we’ll take Stabicraft’s word on 

improvements to the ride, but the 2100 certainly 

gave the impression that it’s a safe and capable 

performer. It is fun to throw around and turns on 

a dime – fortunately there are plenty of handrails 

to hold onto. Cavitation wasn’t an issue in the 

There’s plenty of light in the forward cabin, the instrument console has space 
for large displays and the throttle control is normally mounted in vertical 
position under the window to the right of the console, rather than horizontally 
on the console, as here

Stabicraft’s Game Chaser Transom is a notable feature of 
the 2100 SC. It affords superior performance when backing 
up, adds buoyancy aft and provides a huge bait tank with a 
generous locker below it. The washdown is a useful option. 
The boat was towed to the test venue on a borrowed trailer 



aluminium, big enough to house much larger 

displays than the Lowrance HDS10 fitted to the 

review boat, with room left over for switch panels 

and the Maxwell capstan’s remote control.  

Inside the boat the wider cabin is really 

noticeable. The helm position doesn’t feel cramped 

and it’s easy for a passenger to stand between 

the seats. There’s 1.9m of headroom under the 

Frontrunner-lined hardtop ceiling, and the wider 

cabin with its oversize foredeck hatch makes the 

enclosed areas look and feel spacious. 

The 2100’s hardtop is not especially deep so 

there’s no room for sliding side windows, but it’s 

easy enough to lean back and peer around the side 

of the hardtop.

A non-standard Yamaha throttle control 

wouldn’t fit in the normal horizontal position so 

it’s mounted vertically on the console beside 

the wheel. It works fine, but the unusual throttle 

position took me a while to come to grips with.

The helm seat position also works well, 

particularly the fold-up bolsters. You naturally 

brace your feet against a low, full-width aluminium 

bulkhead dividing the hardtop and cockpit from 

the forward cabin. In the cabin, the optional v-berth 

infill provides a generous sleeping area or simply 

somewhere to put the kids out of the weather, and 

there’s room for a toilet if desired.  

The 2100’s standard fuel tank holds 250 litres 

of petrol so this boat is a serious contender for 

offshore fishing and trolling.

TOW-FRIENDLY
Although this is a 6m-plus, bluewater-capable 

boat with a hardtop and a surprising amount 

of room inside, it’s trailer-friendly too. All up, 

towing weight is estimated at around 2000kg 

so it’s not too daunting a proposition to trailer. 

Stabicraft towed the boat from Invercargill to 

Lake Wanaka behind a four-cylinder Holden 

Colorado diesel utility. 

The standard Stabicraft trailer for this boat is a 

dual-axle galvanised steel model that’s braked on 

one axle, with leaf spring suspension, LED lights 

and a manual winch.

Boating’S VERDICT
While the new Stabicraft 2100 Supercab 

is unmistakably a bluewater sport-fisher, 

it also has bags of family appeal. It’s a 

smart looker and the standard of finish is 

universally good. The cabin and hardtop 

offer plenty of shelter from the elements, 

while the boat’s high sides, generous 

freeboard and Stabicraft’s positive 

buoyancy design make it an extremely 

safe choice for family boating.

➤ loa 6.4m 

➤ beam 2.3m (interior 1.8m)  

➤ draft approx 400mm motor up 

➤ weight approx 2000kg 
(with fuel, on trailer) 

➤ engine Yamaha F150hp 
four-stroke outboard

➤ propeller 13.75in 19° pitch 

➤ deadrise variable to 20° at transom; 

➤ fuel  250-litre underfloor tank 

➤ cruising speed 25 knots 

➤ max speed 35 knots

➤ price as tested $105,000

➤ packages from $79,800

➤ manufacturer Stabicraft Boats Ltd, 
Invercargill, 0800 478-224,
www.stabicraft.com

Stabicraft 2100 SC

“The new pontoons are said
to improve the boat’s ride 
without sacrificing stability

or overall safety.”

PERFORMANCE 

* Lowrance HDS10 GPS

RPM Speed (knots)* Fuel (lph)

600 2.7 
1.7

1000 4.4 
3.1

1500 5.9 
4.7

2000 6.6 
6.8

2500 9.4 
10.6

3000 16.5 
14.6

3500 21.0 
18.4

4000 24.5 
25.0

4500 29.0 
33.8

5000 32.0 
43.9

5600 35.0 
50.0
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